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Objectives: Although specifiers for a major depressive disorder (MDE) are

supposed to reduce diagnostic heterogeneity, recent literature challenges the

idea that the atypical and melancholic features identify more homogenous or

coherent subgroups. We attempt to replicate these findings and explore

whether symptom heterogeneity is reduced in depression subgroups using

novel data-analytic techniques.

Methods: Using data derived from the National Epidemiological Survey on

Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC Wave I; N = 5,749) and

Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D; N =

2,498) we computed the Hamming and Manhattan distance ratios comparing

within and between individuals for the melancholic and atypical specifier

subgroups.

Results: In neither of the datasets was the heterogeneity between-subgroups

higher than the heterogeneity within-subgroups, suggesting that the

melancholic and atypical specifiers do not create more coherent (i.e., more

homogeneous) subgroups.

Conclusion: Replicating prior work, melancholic and atypical depression

subtypes appear to have limited utility in reducing heterogeneity. The current

study does not support the claim that symptom and course specifiers create

more coherent subgroups as operationalized by similarity in symptoms and

their severity.
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Background1

A major depressive episode (MDE) involves a combination of symptoms, including2

fatigue, diminished ability to concentrate, and sadness [1]. To meet the diagnostic3

criteria for an MDE, an individual must present five of nine possible symptoms for4

two weeks, and at least one symptom must be sadness or anhedonia. Some symptoms5

of an MDE can be met by reporting different qualitative complaints (e.g., symptom6

six can be met by reporting either fatigue or loss of energy), whereas other symptoms7

can be met by reporting complaints that differ in severity (e.g., symptom nine can be8

met by reporting recurrent thoughts of death or by attempting to commit suicide).9

Still, some items represent opposites of a behavior (e.g., symptom five can be met10

by psychomotor agitation, but it can also be met by psychomotor retardation, and11

symptom four can be met by insomnia or hypersomnia). Thus, using polythetic12

criteria for an MDE leads to highly heterogeneous symptom presentations to the13

point that two individuals with an MDE may not share a single symptom [2, 3].14

Researchers often quantify diagnostic heterogeneity in symptom presentations by15

counting the number of unique combinations of symptoms possible and reported. For16

example, in the Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D)17

sample of N = 3,703 outpatients, there were 1,030 combinations of depression18

symptoms [2, 4].19

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders 5th edition (DSM-20

5) uses specifiers for depression and other diagnostic subgroups (APA, 2013).21

According to the DSM-5, individuals who share specifier features are more alike22

than individuals who do not share the specifier features and thus create ”more23

homogeneous” subgroups. However, recent research suggests that specifiers do not24

create more homogeneous subgroups [5,6]. In particular, because specifiers for MDE25

subgroups classify individuals by adding polythetic features to the DSM criteria,26

the specifier subgrouping may create more heterogeneous subgroups. In an analysis27
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of heterogeneity in the melancholic and atypical specifiers in the STAR*D data, a28

large sample of outpatients, reduction in heterogeneity when comparing subgroups29

that met for a specifier (e.g., melancholic features) with those that did not (e.g.,30

non-melancholic features) was not significantly different from zero and appeared31

driven by smaller sample sizes in the specifier subgroups [5].32

Although the findings of Lorenzo-Luaces et al. [5] are consistent with the33

computational logic previously presented by Fried et al., they have not yet been34

replicated. Moreover, Lorenzo-Luaces et al. quantified heterogeneity using a very35

strict approach where two individuals were considered to have heterogeneous36

symptom presentations if they differed on only one symptom. This strict approach37

has been used in several studies [3, 7], but it treats heterogeneity as a binary38

variable (i.e., individuals are either the same or they are not), which is inconsistent39

with emerging perspectives that conceptualize and measure psychopathology40

continuously.41

Given the limitations associated with previous studies, we sought to replicate42

the findings of Lorenzo-Luaces et al. [5], namely that the specifier subgroups43

do not reduce heterogeneity, using a large nationally-representative sample of44

adults (n = 5,749). Rather than rely on a simple, binary metric that indicates45

whether or not diagnostic combinations were 100% identical, we borrowed concepts46

from information theory to quantify the extent of heterogeneity on a continuum.47

Specifically, we used distance metrics (i.e., Hamming and Manhattan distances) in48

Euclidean space to characterize the relative similarity of diagnostic combinations.49

We hypothesized that atypical and melancholic specifiers would not reduce50

heterogeneity relative to depressed individuals not meeting specifier criteria.51

Additionally, we reanalyzed the STAR*D data (n = 2,496) to explore whether52

previous results were driven by the fact heterogeneity was operationalized categorically53

as opposed to continuously. We refer to a diagnostic combination as any set54
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of symptoms defined in the DSM-5, such that an individual meets criteria for55

an MDE. Coherence is the amount of within-group homogeneity, where greater56

coherence indicates greater homogeneity within a given subgroup. In contrast to57

coherence, we use the term distance to refer to the degree of heterogeneity as58

measured by Euclidean dimensional functions. We define differentiation as the59

ability of subgroup diagnostic criteria to define subgroups with markedly different60

diagnostic combinations (i.e., coherence within subgroup and greater distance61

between subgroups).62

Methods63

NESARC64

We analyzed the public-access dataset from the NIAAA-supported National65

Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC), Wave I66

study [8]. The NESARC was a nationally administered survey of adults 18 years67

or older (N = 43,093) who were interviewed face-to-face using the Alcohol Use68

Disorder and Associated Disabilities Interview Schedule-DSM-IV (AUDADIS-IV).69

The NESARC sampled sociodemographic subgroups to ensure that the sample70

was sufficiently representative of the US population (e.g., Hispanic, Non-Hispanic71

Black, and young adults) with a response rate of 81%. From the total number of72

respondents, 7,839 met criteria for an MDE in their lifetimes. Participants were73

excluded from the analyses if they A) met criteria for mania or hypomania (n74

= 725), or B) their worst episode experienced was deemed illness or substance-75

induced (n = 715). After exclusion criteria were applied, 6,448 MDE cases (82.3%)76

remained. From this pool, participants that had missing depression symptom data77

were listwise deleted, leading to a final count of n = 5,749 participants (73.3%).78

In the NESARC, participants reported symptoms on their worst depressive episode79

within their lifetime. Thus data were drawn from episodes over the course of the80

participant’s lifetime.81
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STAR*D82

We also re-analyzed the Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression83

(STAR*D; [9]). The STAR*D is a multi-site sequentially randomized clinical trial84

of 4,041 outpatients who were diagnosed with major depressive disorder (MDD)85

and unable to attain a satisfactory response following selective serotonin reuptake86

inhibitor (SSRI) treatment. Inclusion criteria included being between the ages of87

18 and 75 and a diagnosis of DSM-IV unipolar and non-psychotic MDD. Exclusion88

criteria included a history of mania or hypomania, schizophrenia, schizoaffective89

disorder or psychosis, or current anorexia, bulimia, or obsessive-compulsive disorder90

(OCD) as assessed by the Psychiatric Diagnostic Screening Questionnaire (PDSQ)91

via clinical interview [10]. Depressive symptoms, including melancholic and atypical92

symptoms, were screened using the Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (IDS-93

SR). For more information regarding the study design, please refer to the following94

studies [4, 9]. The original sample had data available for 4,041 patients. Of these95

patients, 3744 (92.7%) provided baseline data during the first measurement point of96

the first treatment stage. We screened out patients who did not have full symptom-97

level IDS data, leading to 3,717 patients (91.9%). Inclusion into the original trial98

required patients to meet criteria for non-psychotic MDD based on the DSM-IV. To99

ensure consistency, patients were screened for meeting an MDE based on the IDS,100

leading to n = 2,496 remaining patients (61.8%). Patients were queried on specific101

symptoms based on their current depressive episode. Thus, we derived diagnostic102

combinations from the STAR*D patients’ current depressive episode.103

Outcomes104

Alcohol Use Disorder and Associated Disabilities Interview Schedule105

(AUDADIS-IV). In NESARC, the AUDADIS-IV [11] measures 19 symptoms106

of depression that are rated as either ’present’ or ’absent’ and coded as “1”107

or “2”, respectively. The AUDADIS-IV covers DSM-IV criteria symptoms in108
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a disaggregated form. For example, it queries both psychomotor agitation and109

psychomotor retardation, whereas the DSM-IV codes psychomotor disturbances110

as a single symptom. In what follows, we describe our decision-making process111

regarding symptom inclusion in the NESARC dataset. See Lorenzo-Luaces et al.112

(2021; [5]) for a description of how the STAR*D symptoms were parsed.113

Appetite or weight disturbances. The AUDADIS-IV contains four questions114

querying appetite, or weight disturbances: 1) reduced appetite, 2) reduced weight, 3)115

increased appetite, and 4) increased weight. To prevent over-estimating the degree116

of heterogeneity in the data, we combined the responses to the appetite and weight117

questions, thus creating two variables: 1) decreased appetite/weight and 2) increased118

appetite or weight. For decreased appetite/weight, we considered the person to meet119

the symptom whether they reported decreased appetite, decreased weight, or both.120

Similarly, for increased appetite or weight, we considered the person to meet the121

symptom whether they reported increased appetite, increased weight, or both.122

Suicidal ideation. The AUDADIS-IV contains four questions pertaining to123

suicide: 1) death ideation (i.e., thoughts of death), 2) desire to die, 3) suicidal124

ideation (i.e., thoughts about killing oneself), and 4) attempted suicide. We125

distinguished suicidal attempts from thoughts by combining the responses to the126

first three questions (i.e., death ideation, desire to die, and suicidal ideation) into127

a symptom indicating the presence of suicidal thoughts. A person was considered128

to have suicidal thoughts if they expressed death ideation, desire to die, suicidal129

ideation, or some combination of these symptoms.130

Restlessness and psychomotor agitation. The AUDADIS-IV queries an131

uncomfortable feeling of restlessness as well as symptoms of fidgeting and pacing132

as proxies for psychomotor agitation. We removed the ’feelings of restlessness’133

symptom when performing the analyses, as subjective feelings of restlessness do134
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not count towards the presence of psychomotor agitation per the DSM-5 (American135

Psychiatric Association, 2013).136

Melancholic and atypical specifiers. The AUDADIS-IV does not query all137

the symptoms of melancholic and atypical depression. We categorized melancholic138

depression as having three symptoms from a list that included: anhedonia,139

psychomotor retardation/agitation, guilt, early morning awakenings, or significant140

weight loss. Comporting to previous NESARC analyses [12], the atypical subgroup141

consisted of respondents who met criteria for both hypersomnia and hyperphagia.142

To fully mimic the criteria for atypical depression, respondents were not classified143

as having an atypical specifier if they reported symptoms of anhedonia. The144

hierarchical rule of specifiers was applied: Participants meeting criteria for a145

melancholic specifier could not then meet criteria for an atypical specifier (see146

appendix for a list of queried symptoms and criteria rules). The STAR*D data-147

set used the IDS to query for all depressive symptoms, including those for the148

melancholic and atypical specifiers. Thus, we adhered to the DSM-5’s criteria for149

melancholic and atypical specifiers.150

Analytic strategy151

Similar to previous analyses [5], we divided the NESARC and STAR*D data-152

sets into five subgroups corresponding to the presence of melancholic and atypical153

specifier subgroups, as shown in Figure 1. Because we respected the hierarchical154

rule from DSM-5, all participants were screened for the presence of melancholia155

first, creating melancholic and non-melancholic subgroups. Then, all participants in156

the ”non-melancholic” group were grouped into atypical vs. non-atypical subgroups.157

All data were analyzed using the R programming language. All code is available158

at: https://osf.io/vh5qg/. Two functions from information theory, known as the159

Hamming and Manhattan distances, were used [13, 14]. As shown in Equation 1,160

the Hamming formula is a way to measure distance in a multivariate space given two161
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binary data strings (i.e., data containing only 0s and 1s). For every specific symptom162

that is not shared between any two diagnostic combinations, the Hamming distance163

between the diagnostic combinations will increase by 1. Since all participants in both164

datasets were represented by combinations containing binary data, we were able to165

calculate the distance between diagnostic combinations.166

Equation 1: Hamming Distance Function

(1) DH =

k∑

i=1

|xi − yi|

(2) x = y ⇒ D = 0

(3) x ̸= y ⇒ D = 1

(4) RH =
DH∑
k

i=1 zi

Similar to the Hamming distance, the Manhattan distance quantifies the distance167

between two points in an N-dimensional vector space. For our applications,168

Manhattan distance allows us to quantify distance in kind (i.e., symptom present vs.169

absent) as well as intensity (i.e., mild vs. severe presentations of the same symptom:170

see equation 2). A higher Manhattan distance between the diagnostic combinations171

of two individuals indicates a greater dissimilarity between them in the severity172

and kinds of symptoms. The Manhattan distance is not equivalent to a total sum173

score (TSS). Two combinations of symptoms can have equal TSSs and different174

Manhattan distances (see Appendix). The NESARC data-set lacked a continuous175

measure of severity for the depressive symptoms, thus a manhattan distance was176

only calculated for the STAR*D data-set.177
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Equation 2: Manhattan Distance Function

(1) DM =

k∑

i=1

|xi − yi|

(2) RM =
DM∑
k

i=1 vzi

To simplify interpretation, all distance measures were converted to ratios by178

dividing distance values by the length of the symptom space or the total number179

of symptoms queried, represented as zi in Equation 1.4 and Equation 2.2. For the180

Manhattan ratio, all values were also divided by the maximum possible severity181

represented by v in Equation 2.2, or three, in this case, based on the maximum182

symptom severity value of the IDS.183

Four separate sets of analyses were conducted. The first analysis used the184

NESARC dataset represented in Figure 4 to calculate Hamming distances for185

each specifier subgroup, where all symptoms were treated as qualitatively distinct.186

A second analysis using the STAR*D dataset calculated the Hamming distance187

ratios, including the specifier symptoms; see Figure 3. A third analysis calculated188

the Hamming distance using the STAR*D data set again but only counted the189

core depressive symptoms for each subgroup (i.e., without specifier symptoms);190

see Figure 3. The fourth analysis calculated the Manhattan distance ratios in the191

STAR*D dataset, where symptom severity was evaluated, for each of the four192

subgroups.193

For each analysis, we calculated the within-subgroup and between-subgroup194

distance ratio. Within-subgroup calculations consisted of comparing each diagnostic195

combination to each other diagnostic combination. For example, when evaluating196

Subgroup ”A”, a diagnostic combination Ca1 was compared to diagnostic combination197

Ca2, Ca3, ... Can. Similarly, diagnostic combination Ca2 was compared to Ca3,198
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Ca4, ... Can. With this method, each diagnostic combination was compared to the199

other diagnostic combination once. A distance was calculated between every other200

diagnostic combination within that subgroup and stored into a vector containing201

all calculated distances.202

Between-subgroup distance calculations compared diagnostic combinations within203

a subgroup to each combination of participants not meeting subgroup criteria (e.g.,204

non-atypical profiles with atypical profiles). For example, when evaluating Subgroup205

”A” against those not meeting criteria in Subgroup ”B”, a diagnostic combination206

Ca1 was compared to diagnostic combination Cb1, Cb2, ... Cbn. Similarly, diagnostic207

combination Ca2 was compared to Cb1, Cb2, ... Cbn. Each diagnostic combination208

in one subgroup was compared to every other diagnostic combination to those not209

meeting subgroup criteria once (e.g., atypical vs. non-atypical). A distance was210

computed for each pairing and then stored into a vector containing all distances.211

Due to the size of the datasets, the within-group and between-group vectors of212

distances comprised millions of data points. Thus, we illustrate all analyses using213

box plots to avoid overcrowding the data. Two example boxplots using theoretical214

data are provided in Figure 2, demonstrating how within-subgroup and between-215

subgroup analyses may be interpreted. Panel A shows an ideal case of subgroup216

coherence and differentiation (i.e., where subgroups show the maximal distance217

between diagnostic combinations). Subgroup 1 and Subgroup 2 are approaching218

pure coherence, as the distance ratios approach 0; simultaneously, the two subgroups219

appear to be distinct, having high differentiation as the between-subgroup ratio220

approaches 1.221

In contrast, Figure 2 Panel B displays a case of complete heterogeneity, where222

diagnostic combinations were generated randomly. Both within- and between-223

subgroup analyses exhibit nearly identical distance ratios. The between-subgroup224

ratio indicates that the subgroups are low in differentiation (i.e., the diagnostic225
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profiles in both subgroups are similar to each other), whereas the identical within-226

subgroup ratios indicate both subgroups are similarly heterogeneous.227

Results228

Symptom Endorsement229

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics representing the binary endorsement of230

symptoms (i.e., yes vs. no) criteria for a DSM-IV MDE within the NESARC231

dataset. A table of symptom endorsement for the STAR*D dataset representing232

the presence or absence of symptoms in the patients meeting criteria for an233

IDS-MDE can be found in the Appendix. In NESARC, sad mood and (94.97%)234

and anhedonia (87.60%) were the most frequently reported symptoms. The least235

endorsed symptoms were suicide attempt (11.05%) and appetite/weight increase236

(36.42%).237

Of the individuals in the subset of the NESARC data we used, 2,384 (41.46%)238

met criteria for melancholic depression, and 3,365 (58.54%) met criteria for239

non-melancholic depression. Whereas 817 (14.21%) met criteria for atypical240

depression, 2,548 (44.32%) met criteria for non-atypical depression. The proportion241

of participants in the melancholic and atypical NESARC specifier subgroups are242

similar to the specifier frequencies in the STAR*D dataset: melancholic (42.23%),243

non-melancholic (57.77%), atypical (10.81%), and non-atypical (46.96%).244

NESARC245

In NESARC, the melancholic specifier subgroup (n=2,384) reported a total of 834246

unique diagnostic combinations of melancholic depression, leading to an average247

ratio of 2.86 patients for each melancholic profile. However, most of the melancholic248

(89.13%) and non-melancholic (96.71%) diagnostic combinations were endorsed by249

five or fewer patients. The Hamming distances can be found in Figure 3. The results250

of our analyses in multivariate space within the melancholic and non-melancholic251

subgroups, as well as between melancholic and non-melancholic subgroups, suggest252
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Table 1: Endorsement of specific symptoms of DSM criteria for major
depression, melancholia, and atypical specifiers in patients with MDD,
MDD with melancholia features, and MDD with atypical features, as
determined by the AUDADIS-IV

AUDADIS-MDE AUDADIS-Mel AUDADIS-Aty
Symptom % (n) % (n) % (n)
Sad mood 94.97 5460 95.51 2277 94.13 769
Anhedonia 87.60 5036 100 2384 85.68 700
Appetite/weight decreasea 60.08 3454 86.45 2061 17.87 146

Appetite/weight increaseb 36.42 2094 29.07 693 100 817
Insomnia Sleep Onset 69.42 3991 84.02 2003 46.88 383
Early morning awakening 54.90 3156 82.38 1964 21.67 383

Hypersomniab 46.83 2692 40.86 974 100 817
Psychomotor retardationa 40.76 2343 61.37 1463 30.23 247
Psychomotor agitationa 37.50 2156 60.74 1448 20.20 165
Fatigue 84.71 4870 84.94 2025 92.66 757
Worthlessness 62.55 3596 74.20 1769 59.73 488
Guilta 58.13 3342 81.92 1953 47.49 388
Diminished concentration 84.71 4870 91.99 2193 80.78 660
Indecisiveness 75.77 4356 85.19 2031 71.60 585
Suicidal Ideation/Thoughts of Dying 59.51 3421 65.18 1554 56.55 462
Suicide Attempt 11.05 635 14.60 348 8.94 73
Desires/Thoughts of Dying 58.00 3032 64.19 1384 41.71 166
a also a symptom of the ‘melancholic features’ specifier,
b also a symptom of the ‘atypical features’ specifier

that the specifier subgroups do not increase coherence. The melancholic and non-253

melancholic subgroups show similar average Hamming distance ratios (Mmel =254

0.318, SDmel = 0.126 and Mnon-mel = 0.388, SDnon-mel = 0.126), indicating few255

differences of within-group coherence. While the between-groups average Hamming256

ratio (Mbtw-mel = 0.412, SDbtw-mel = 0.122) was also close to the within-group257

Hamming ratios, indicating low differentiation between the melancholic and non-258

melancholic subgroups. Figure 4 appears to resemble Figure 2 Panel B, whose259

data were generated at random. These findings suggest that the subgroups are not260

meaningfully different when only looking at symptom heterogeneity of diagnostic261

combinations.262

The atypical subgroup (n=817) in NESARC reported a total of 438 unique263

diagnostic combinations of DSM-MDE symptoms, while the non-atypical subgroup264

(n=2,548) reported 1572 such combinations. The ratio of patients to combinations265

was (1.87) for the atypical subgroup, and (1.62) for the non-atypical subgroup,266

suggesting both subgroups were equally heterogeneous. Most of the atypical267

(95.66%) and non-atypical (97.01%) diagnostic combinations were endorsed by five268

or fewer patients. Similar to the melancholic and non-melancholic subgroups, the269

atypical and non-atypical subgroups show similar average Hamming distance ratios270
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(Maty = 0.337, SDaty = 0.129 and Mnon-aty = 0.382, SDnon-aty = 0.124), indicating271

few differences of within-subgroup coherence. While the between subgroups average272

Hamming ratio (Mbtw-aty = 0.413, SDbtw-aty = 0.122) is close to the within-273

subgroup Hamming ratios, indicating low differentiation between the atypical and274

non-atypical subgroups.275

STAR*D276

In our previous analysis of STAR*D, the melancholic subgroup (n=1,053) reported277

a total of 646 unique profiles of depression plus the melancholic specifier symptoms,278

whereas the non-melancholic subgroup (n=1,443) reported 891 such profiles. The279

ratio of unique combinations to patients was close to equivalence, (0.61) in the280

melancholic subgroup and (0.62) in the non-melancholic subgroup. The atypical281

subgroup (n=270) reported a total of 198 unique profiles of DSM-MDE symptoms,282

while the non-atypical subgroup (n=1,173) reported 682 such profiles. Thus, the283

ratio of profiles to patients was somewhat higher in the atypical subgroup (0.73)284

than in the non-atypical subgroup (0.58, i.e., the non-atypical subgroup appeared285

more homogeneous).286

We created boxplots to represent the within- and between-subgroup distances287

in multivariate space using the STAR*D dataset. The STAR*D melancholic and288

non-melancholic subgroups displayed similar levels of distance in multivariate space289

within-subgroup and when comparing between-subgroup (Mmel = 0.316, SDmel =290

0.123, Mnon-mel = 0.329, SDnon-mel = 0.123, and Mmel-btw = 0.371, SDmel-btw =291

0.120), suggesting the melancholic specifier designation does not increase subgroup292

coherence. Similarly, the within and between-subgroup comparisons in atypical vs.293

non-atypical depression suggested the atypical specifier does not lead to greater294

coherence (Maty = 0.345, SDaty = 0.137, Mnon-aty = 0.325, SDnon-aty = 0.124,295

and Maty-btw = 0.305, SDaty-btw = 0.098). When only focusing on the core DSM-5296

depressive symptoms (i.e., ignoring the specifier symptoms), neither the melancholic297
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(Mmel = 0.282, SDmel = 0.128, Mnon-mel = 0.305, SDnon-mel = 0.128, and Mmel-btw =298

0.323, SDmel-btw = 0.120) nor the atypical specifier appeared to increase coherence299

(Maty = 0.317, SDaty = 0.130, Mnon-aty = 0.297, SDnon-aty = 0.128, and Maty-btw300

= 0.320, SDaty-btw = 0.129; see Figure 3).301

The corresponding figures focusing on Manhattan distances can be found in the302

Appendix. The trends in the STAR*D Manhattan results mirrored the Hamming303

distance calculations: there was no evidence that the specifier symptoms reduced304

heterogeneity, even when we operationalized severity along a continuum.305

Discussion306

We examined whether the melancholic and atypical specifiers for MDD quantifiably307

reduced the heterogeneity in the relevant specifiers’ subgroups. To achieve this,308

we derived symptom combinations for each participant and computed distances309

(i.e., Manhattan’s and Hamming’s) as measures of heterogeneity, defined here by310

coherence, in STAR*D and NESARC wave 1. Using the DSM-5’s specifier criteria,311

our analyses did not create more coherent subgroups in either symptom severity or312

symptom endorsement.313

Strengths and Limitations314

Several limitations of the current analysis are worth considering. First, patients315

were excluded from the STAR*D dataset if they reported psychosis, met criteria for316

anorexia, bulimia, substance dependence, primary OCD, or had prior non-response317

to citalopram. The only exclusion criteria applied to the NESARC dataset were318

a lifetime history of mania and hypomania and an illness or a substance-induced319

MDE, in contrast to the STAR*D’s extensive exclusion criteria. Thus the current320

results may not generalize to patients with bipolar depression, medication-induced321

depression, and depression due to a general medical condition. Secondly, NESARC322

did not query for all additional specifier symptoms required for the atypical and323

melancholic criteria, which forced us to use proxy definitions. Although prior324
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studies have used these proxy definitions and found that they may be valid for the325

melancholic and atypical specifiers, there may have been misclassifications relative326

to relying exclusively on the DSM. Third, our results do not indicate whether327

melancholic and atypical subgroups are valid clinical constructs that ”carve nature328

at its joints”, nor do our results inform whether they are useful in terms of predicting329

metrics of interest (e.g., treatment outcomes). Finally, we did not examine whether330

the specifier subgroups are biologically-homogeneous constructs (e.g., as indexed by331

predictive biomarkers).332

Despite these limitations, our study has notable strengths. First, we tested a long-333

standing assumption of the DSM: that specifier subgroups reduce heterogeneity.334

Second, we used two large and well-characterized samples that complemented335

each other in terms of weaknesses (see our earlier discussion). Finally, we moved336

beyond prior work that has relied on counting symptom diagnostic combinations337

without quantifying heterogeneity between individuals with continuous metrics.338

Prior analyses have used metrics requiring 100% agreement in all symptoms339

to count individuals as being homogeneous. As depression and other forms of340

psychopathology appear to be better characterized by a continuum of severity,341

at least between individuals, the similarity is better represented on a symptom342

continuum rather than categorically (i.e., same profile vs. not the same profile).343

Implications344

Developing valid subtypes for specific psychopathology may have many benefits,345

including 1) elucidating specific etiologic mechanisms, 2) creating prescriptive346

categories that may be used by treatment-matching algorithms, 3) identifying347

different clinical phenomena (e.g., risk factors, prognosis), 4) and creating more348

coherent subgroups of patients. However, our results do not indicate that DSM-349

5 atypical and melancholic specifiers create more coherent subgroups of patients.350

Although the melancholic and atypical subtypes have been long-rooted in historical351
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contexts and preserved through the editions of the DSM, the evidence supporting352

their construct validity is weak, and there is inconsistent evidence of biological353

correlates of melancholic and atypical specifiers [15–17]. Additionally, the predictive354

validity of the melancholic and atypical subtypes is likewise inconclusive, at least355

in matching to cognitive-behavioral therapy vs. SSRIs. [15, 18, 19].356

Moreover, the current DSM’s definitions of the atypical and melancholic features357

may not accurately capture their putative hallmark features. In the case of358

melancholia, a significant divergence in defining the construct between researchers359

and the DSM-5 is apparent. Many proponents claim psychomotor retardation,360

and mood non-reactivity as the main components of melancholia [20] whereas361

others argue that an endogenous onset of depression is melancholia’s hallmark362

feature [21, 22]. Indeed, though melancholic depression has been historically363

conceptualized as an endogenous presentation of the disorder, the DSM-5 does364

not query patients for endogeneity. One avenue for future work may be to propose365

theoretical accounts of melancholic or atypical depression [23], specifying whether366

they are better understood as networks of reinforcing symptoms, interactions367

of latent vulnerabilities (e.g., thought disorder X psychomotor disturbances X368

detachment), or clusters of symptoms that are differentially aggregated across369

people. Alternatively, specific symptoms themselves may indicate more homogeneous370

subgroups. For example, both positive affectivity and sleep disturbances appear371

significant in predicting symptom change during treatment and may be suitable372

candidate endophenotypes to pursue [24–27]. Indeed, taking a symptoms-based373

approach may help disassemble the potentially relevant biomarkers of the melancholic374

and atypical subtypes. For example, whether elevated cortisol levels in the morning375

indicate the presence of melancholia or the elevated cortisol levels indicate the376

melancholic symptom ’early morning awakening’ has not been explored.377
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Nevertheless, research on potential depressive subtypes appears to assume a378

latent variable model rather than a symptom or network-focused approach [28–379

30]. Researchers have shown that individual depressive symptoms have differing380

heritability [31] and correlate differentially with clinical validators (e.g., prognosis,381

comorbidities; [32]). Further, there is a burgeoning discussion surrounding the382

etiologies and biological mechanisms associated with specific symptoms. Researchers383

have proposed that neurovegetative depressive symptoms (e.g., sleep disturbances,384

psychomotor changes) but not cognitive symptoms (e.g., impaired concentration)385

have strong associations with inflammation biomarkers, thus alluding to some HPA386

axis dysfunction [33]. Diagnostic heterogeneity, thus, may correspond to etiological387

heterogeneity. Whether depressive symptoms should be given equal weight in a388

diagnosis of depression has not been explored and is worth further scrutiny.389

Beyond the construct validity of the atypical and melancholic subtypes, the390

use of the Hamming and Manhattan distance ratios to calculate coherence is391

quite similar to the Jaccard index used in prior studies quantifying heterogeneity392

[34]. However, unlike the Jaccard index, using Manhattan distances allows for393

coherence to be evaluated along a continuum adding an axis of symptom severity.394

Regardless, given the push to identify new depressive endophenotypes, the use395

of a diagnostic heterogeneity measurement should be considered when making396

comparisons between diagnostic categories and systems in the future. Furthermore,397

even if identifiable endophenotypes create subgroups low in coherence between398

diagnostic combinations, measures of heterogeneity could be adapted to the presence399

of biological correlates (e.g., determining elevated cortisol levels).400

Conclusion401

The current study does not support the claim that melancholic and atypical402

depressive specifiers reduce diagnostic heterogeneity, as operationalized by Euclidean403

distance metrics. The use of distance functions in Euclidean space is a valuable404
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metric when assessing the utility of psychopathology’s current and future diagnostic405

systems. Future research should further assess the utility of heterogeneity metrics406

and other potential measures for quantifying symptom heterogeneity, severity, and407

depressive symptom time course.408
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Figure 1: Melancholic and Atypical subgroups of patients

derived from the IDS on the STAR*D (Panel A) and

AUDADIS-IV on the NESARC (Panel B) data-sets
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Figure 2: Illustration of distance ratios indicating ideal inner-

group coherence and between-group differentiation between

subgroup profiles (Panel A) and heterogenous subgroup profiles

generated using random data (Panel B)
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Figure 3: Hamming distance ratios of diagnostic combinations for patients meeting
MDD criteria queried by the IDS-SR within the STAR*D data-set, with specifier
symptoms, and without specifier symptoms

Figure 4: Hamming distance ratios of diagnostic combinations for patients meeting
MDD criteria queried by the AUDADIS-IV within the NESARC data-set
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